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Big Cats Revised Edition
BBC’s Big Cat Diary presenter and photographer Jonathan Scott has written and photographed this beautiful and informative book all about
Africa’s big cats and their babies. The stunning photographs show baby lions, leopards and cheetahs in their natural habitat, giving lots of
discussion points. • Green level/ Band 5 books offer early readers patterned, natural language and varied characters. • Text type - Nonchronological report. • There is a fact file on pages 22 and 23 for children to discuss. • Jonathan and Angela Scott are well-known for their
wildlife books and television programmes about big cats and other wildlife. • Curriculum links- Geography: Passport to the world.
"My sister was a superstar baby. This is the story of how we found out..." --Back cover.
Collins Big Cat Assessment and Support Guide B provides teachers with practical planning and teaching support. It helps you assess and
identify the needs of each child or group, and to teach essential literacy skills in the context of guided reading
A National Geographic photographer embarks on a one-man mission to address the plight of the tiger before it's too late.
This is the story of the big cats, from the majestic lion to the powerful tiger. Learn about the first big sabre-toothed cats and the secretive
jaguar of the South American rainforests, and discover how the female leopard cares for her young.
Big Cats Kingdom Life Escapes Adult Coloring Book Includes FREE PDF version and Color Guide 48 grayscale coloring pages of big wild
cats like lions, tigers, cougars, leopards, cheetahs and endangered cats like the caracal, ocelot cat and more Pages are printed on one side,
size 8.5x11 in. Feel free to use any or all your favorite coloring tools, such as colored pencils, gel pens, brush-tip markers, chalk, pastels and
more. Includes FREE Digital Version and Color GuideAs a bonus, you can download a PDF and print your favorite images to color again and
again for endless fun. Not sure which colors to use? View or Download a full color version of each design. Details on how to get your free pdf
copy with color guide is inside the book.
A 2018 Caldecott Honor book There was a cat who lived alone. Until the day a new cat came . . . And so a story of friendship begins,
following the two cats through their days, months, and years until one day, the older cat has to go. And he doesn’t come back. This is a
poignant story, told in measured text and bold black-and-white illustrations about the act of moving on.
Photographs and easy-to-follow text introduce students to different types of big cats, including tigers, lions, and leopards.

One brave feline, exiled from her clan, must fight to survive in this PEN Award–winning author’s epic fantasy adventure about a
tribe of prehistoric cats. Twenty-five million years in the past, a clan of sentient, prehistoric big cats called “the Named” have their
own language, traditions, and law. Led by Meoran, the Named herd horses and deer for food. They keep order and peace, fending
off predatory raiders—the UnNamed—from all sides. But, the battle has taken its toll, and the Named are skirting the edge of
survival. Much to the displeasure of Meoran, a young female named Ratha discovers a powerful defense against the UnNamed.
She calls it “the Red Tongue,” and it is a creature of incredible power. Red Tongue is fire, a force of both life and destruction that
must be at once nurtured and tamed. Sensing that Ratha’s mastery of fire threatens his power, Meoran banishes her from the
clan. As she travels out amongst the savage UnNamed, Ratha learns about both them and herself. But, her tribe needs her. Can
she return? Will the Named survive constant attacks without the Red Tongue? Will the power of the Red Tongue change the clan
forever? Acclaimed author Clare Bell crafts a serious coming-of-age story filled with adventure, triumph, and heartbreak. Perfect
for readers of Jean M. Auel’s The Clan of the Cave Bear, Ratha’s Creature will have readers hooked and clamoring for more
stories of these big, noble cats.
Level Three From tigers to cougars and leopards to lions, this book is a great introduction to big cats. Topics discussed include
hunting techniques, sleeping habits, color patterns, and the importance of preserving the cats' habitats.
The Wild Kratts go in search of lions, tigers, and felines of all sizes in this leveled reader! PBS's successful animated show Wild
Kratts joins the adventures of zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the globe. Along the way,
they encounter incredible creatures while combining science education with fun. Boys and girls ages four to six can learn all about
cats--from ferocious big cats like lions and tigers that live in the wild to adorable house cats. Stickers add to the fun. Step 2
readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories for beginning readers who recognize familiar words and
can sound out new words with help.
In 26 giant photographs—of a roaring grizzly, a piranhas razor-sharp teeth, a rattlesnakes poisonous fangs—Seymour Simon reveals
the truth about natures most misunderstood animals and lets the reader decide what to really think about natures grossest,
fiercest, and most fascinating survivors.
Lena's best friend Katy has dumped her and she's feeling lost and alone on a school trip to the British Museum. But when Lena
finds herself in a painted room at the heart of the Pomepii exhibition, she discovers a world which is about to meet a terrifying end.
Right across Britain, people are reporting large feral cats resembling panthers, pumas and lynx. How have these cats established
themselves? What are their territories, how are they breeding and are numbers viable? This book reviews the evidence and
considers the implications of Britain's large cats, for people and for wildlife.
In this completely updated edition of Big Cats, award-winning writer Seymour Simon celebrates the grace and power of lions,
tigers, leopards, jaguars, cheetahs, pumas, and snow leopards. Readers will learn all about how they hunt, care for their young,
and rest in their varied natural habitats. This nonfiction picture book is packed with information and beautiful color photographs.
Cat fans and kids ages 6 to 10 looking for facts, whether for a report or just for fun, will find much to like in Big Cats. This updated
edition includes: Author’s note Stunning full-color photographs Glossary Index Additional reading sources Supports the Common
Core Learning Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM)
standards.
Presents over two hundred drawings of big cats that connect modern cats with their ancient ancestors
Is There Anyone Out There? investigates whether there is life beyond planet Earth. The non-chronological report examines what
we already know about the Solar System and the possibility of life on other planets. It also offers ideas of what aliens in certain
sorts of environments might look like. •White/Band 10 books have more complex sentences and figurative language. • Text type A non-chronological report. • Pages 30 and 31 contain a table of conditions needed to sustain life to encourage children to recap
the information. • Curriculum links - Art and design: Mother Nature designer; Science: Forces and movement, Plants and animals,
Variation. • Leading science and wildlife author and photographer Nic Bishop has contributed three other titles to Collins Big Cat –
Look Out Butterfly!, Fantastic Flying Squirrel and The Cloud Forest. • This title is paired with a story on the same theme: Buzz and
Bingo in the Starry Sky by Alan Durant.
Combines photography, research, and personal observations of the worlds eight big cats.
A hefty feline puts up with all kinds of indignities from the children in her loving but rambunctious family.
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Ranging from the largest - the Tiger to the smallest species - the Rusty-spotted Cat and Black-footed Cat, the world's wild cats are
some of the most beautiful, ferocious and feared carnivores in the world. Wild Cats of the World provides a detailed account of
each species of wild cat, examining their importance throughout history and the future of some of the most endangered breeds.
Using stunning photography and magnificent colour plates by top wildlife artist Priscilla Barrett to depict each cat in detail, Wild
Cats of the World examines the characteristics of all 38 species, as well as their history, distribution and current IUCN status.
Explains the sad fate of tigers, which are considered to be in serious danger of extinction.
Presents information about the physical features, behavior, habitats, and geographical distribution of wild and feral cats throughout
the world, and the dangers they face from humans and changes to their environment.
Collins Big Cat Phonics for Letters and Sounds features exciting fiction and non-fiction decodable readers to enthuse and inspire
children. They are fully aligned to Letters and Sounds Phases 1–6 and contain notes in the back. The Handbooks provide support
in demonstration and modelling, monitoring comprehension and expanding vocabulary.

This story is about children love playing in the wind and the mud.
This story is about a group of crabs playing hide and seek.
The author who revealed the secret lives of dogs in the best-selling The Hidden Life of Dogs offers a journey into the
hidden life of cats and reports that cats, surprisingly, are not solitary beings. Reissue.
‘I want a pet! I want a pet! I hope I like the pet I get!’ When a boy goes to the Strange Pet Shop to find a pet, there’s no
knowing what he’ll find there. He is very particular, and nothing at the Strange Pet Shop suits him until, at last the perfect
pet comes bounding through the door! • Green/ Band 5 books offer early readers patterned language and varied
characters. • Text type - A poem with predictable structure and patterned language. • At the end of the story is a poster
advertising the Strange Pet Shop, which is ideal for further discussion and supporting further work outside the reading
session. • Curriculum links - Citizenship: Animals and us.
Animals.
Nicky Singer has captured all the beauty and familiarity of this classic children’s book. Follow the adventures of Rat,
Mole and Badger as they try to stop their friend Toad from getting into too much trouble.
Recounts an expedition through Africa and Asia in which the wildlife photographer author sets out to photograph lions,
leopards, cheetahs, and tigers, offering photographs and facts about the big cats as well as tips on photographing
wildlife.
Boudica, the warrior queen of the Iceni tribe, is famous for leading her people into battle against the Romans about 2000
years ago. But who was Boudica, and what led her to fight against the might of Rome? Travel back in time with this book,
and find out!
Almost everyone on safari hopes for a glimpse of the charismatic and elusive leopard. Chui was the first of a new
generation of leopards Jonathan Scott watched and photographed in Kenya's Masai Mara Game Reserve in the 1970s
and 1980s. He spent every available moment watching and photographing Chui and her cubs, Light and Dark, aware that
he was only privileged to do so for as long as they chose to remain visible. His classic account tells the story of the
mother leopard as a solitary hunter providing for herself and her offspring. He records encounters with baboon, hyaena
and man, hazards facing the cubs as they learn to fend for themselves and periods of play and relaxation. Some years
after Chui disappeared, a young female appeared, Half-Tail. Jonathan and Angela have followed her and her daughter
Zawadi, stars of the BBC's Big Cat Diary, for the past twenty years, bringing the story up to date. Nobody has studied
leopards more closely or known them more intimatelyJonathan says: 'The update is based on our work with Half-Tail and
Zawadi from both the pictures and text perspective - Angie worked with us on Big Cat Diary as the stills photographer
from 1996 and before that we both worked with Half-Tail from the time she first appeared around Leopard Gorge and Fig
Tree Ridge - our kids grew up on safari with Half-Tail and Zawadi as stars of their own Mara adventures.'
Explore the wonderful world of wild cats--an encyclopedia for kids Did you know that wild cats can be found on every
continent except Antarctica? That's right--there's a whole world of wild cats to discover in this standout among animal
facts books for kids! The Big Book of Wild Cats is packed with life-like illustrations, colorful photos, and fascinating facts
about wild cats. Everything animal facts books for kids should be, this book has in-depth information about all 37 species
of wild cats. Discover details about each one's appearance, habitat, social structure, hunting habits, and how they raise
their young. Whether you're writing a school report or just want to learn about wild cats, you'll have a roaring good time
with The Big Book of Wild Cats. All animal facts books for kids should include: Cats by continent--Unlike other animal
facts books for kids, this one has illustrated maps showing which wild cats live on each continent around the globe.
Endangered cats--Find out ways you can do your part to help endangered wild cats like tigers and snow leopards. Helpful
definitions--Discover an easy-to-understand glossary for some of the more advanced words in this exciting choice among
animal facts books for kids. Bring the excitement of wild cats into your own home (safely!) with facts and pictures you
won't find in other animal facts books for kids. The Big Book of Wild Cats has it all!
Open your eyes to a world of discovery with Eyewonder Come face to face with the world's big cats with an extended and
revised edition ofEyewonder Big Cats. Now with eight extra pages packed with fun, educational activities and 100
themed stickers. From lounging leopards to speeding cheetahs, explore cat's different habitats, from the plains to the
forest. Spend a night with nocturnal hunters, meet the unusual water-loving fishing cat, and find out which cat is King of
the beasts. With activities such as 'Lost in the Wild Race' and 'Facts Match' and four pages of incredible stickers, your
child will be entertained time and time again. Fantastic facts and dramatic photographs will bring the wild world of these
big cats to life and inspire your child with a love of learning and discovery. Eyewonder Big Cats is perfect for all curious
young minds; brilliant for homework and school projects, or just for fun!
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A simple presentation of the physical characteristics, habitat, and life cycle of some of our big cats such as leopards,
tigers and pumas. This book also lists internet-links throughout that can be used with the book if you choose.
There is nowhere on Earth like Africa for observing wild cats. A week spent in the superb national parks and game
reserves produces almost guaranteed sightings of the three most spectacular and sought-after species - lions, cheetahs
and leopards. Yet, alongside the big three, Africa is home to a further seven species of cat far less conspicuous than their
larger cousins. Of these, the caracal, serval and African wildcat are marginally better known, while few people have seen
the remaining four - the black-footed cat, African golden cat, jungle cat and sand cat. Rarely observed and little
understood, most have never been the focus of dedicated scientific research. This book covers all 10 species. Inevitably,
the bias is towards the large, well-studied cats but it includes all that is known about the smaller species, including
observations and data from their Asian range or from captivity to fill in some gaps. Chapters deal with evolution and
anatomy, predation, social systems, reproduction and survival, competition and conflict, and conservation, and include
the most current research findings from around the continent. Supported by a wealth of dramatic and beautiful images,
this is a comprehensive overview of the cat family in Africa - from the famous and popular African parks with their
celebrated, safari-friendly felids, to the few remaining places on the continent uninhabited by people, where a wild cat
may spend its entire life without feeling the effects of the human presence. Unfortunately, such untrammelled freedom is
rare. The challenges facing cats in Africa are profound. Only one, the ubiquitous domestic cat, does not require dedicated
conservation activity to ensure its survival for the next century. More than at any time in history, the fate of Africa's wild
cats is in our hands.
Prowl into the wild and exciting world of big cats From lounging leopards to the king of beasts, explore the super senses
of big cats A wealth of facts, combined with dramatic photography, ensures that Eye Wonders are the perfect educational
start for young children
Rudyard Kipling's much-loved classic story for children, retold here by Narinder Dhami. Follow Mowgli's adventures with
Bagheera, Baloo, and the wolf packs which he calls family, as he tries to escape the claws of vicious tiger Shere Khan.
Sapphire/Band 16 books offer longer reads to develop children's sustained engagement with texts and are more complex
syntactically.
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